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innovation?



What is 
innovation?

The introduction
of new things, 
ideas, or ways of 
doing something
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Transformative
innovation

routine
innovation
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Using innovation 
as part of a 
radical change
or expansion
of a company's 
business model(s).

Transformative
Innovation:
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BIGTransformative
Innovation:
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Why is transformative
innovation so rare?
Because few leaders are
capable of:

• Imagining radically different 
future states

• Approaching change 
systematically

• Persevering over the
3-4 years it takes to make 
deep change irreversible 

Gary Hamel
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routine
Innovation:
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Builds on a 
company’s existing 
technological 
competences
and fits with
its existing 
business model 

routine
Innovation:



routine
Innovation:

efficiency growth









“The vast majority of profit
from innovation does not come 

from the transformative 
innovation; it comes from a 

stream of routine, or sustaining, 
innovations that accumulate 

over years”. 



routine
Innovation:

Liz Fosslein



Innovation
should be 

routine

Innovation
with partners
is a good idea

Innovation
Rights & 
wrongs



Why partner?
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experience

insight

resources

people
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Available 
resources

35k

122k

516k



2 primary reasons to outsource innovation:

1. Focus on core competencies:
Outsourcing innovation allows a company 
to focus on its core competencies and 
leave non-core activities to external 
providers who are specialized in those 
areas.

2. Access to specialized expertise:
Outsourcing innovation can provide access 
to specialized expertise that may not be 
available in-house, such as IT services, legal 
services, or marketing services.
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Building in 
house





Around the edge, 
you have all sorts 
of efficiency
or growth 
innovation 
opportunities 
where partners 
can act as an 
accelerator

core Edge



Innovation
should be 

routine

Innovation
with partners
is a good idea

Innovation
Rights & 
wrongs





Presence of these things drives success, 
absence guarantees failure



Presence of these things drives success, 
absence guarantees failure

1. Leadership

2. Mindset

3. Removing barriers



Leadership
1.



Leadership
1.

High status 
individual



Leadership
1.



MINDSET
2.
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Transformation CREATION
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Transformation
(noun)

CREATION
(noun)

A complete 
change in 
somebody/
something

The act or process 
of creating 
something that
is new





Innovation



Liz Fosslein
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Removing
barriers

3.



Removing
barriers

3.
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In collaborative 
innovation with 
partners,
the presence of these 
things drives success, 
absence guarantees 
failure

1. Leadership

2. Mindset

3. Remove barriers



Innovation
should be 

routine

Innovation
with partners
is a good idea

Innovation
Rights & 
wrongs
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